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Times… they are changing
Geraldine (Dina) McGowan (B.A. Hons., B.Ed.), Executive Director
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Summer used to be a quiet time of
reflection. It was a time to rethink the
accomplishments and pitfalls of the
previous year. It was the time to ready
for upcoming changes, to appreciate
the stillness needed for the many
plans for fall programming to land
gently in place. Tri-County Literacy
Council always welcomed the season
leading to the September rush. Times
………. they are changing…
This summer was busy for everyone
at the agency. As you read the
newsletter you will marvel at the
number of training courses offered,
assessments completed, proposed new
training opportunities and the
administrative tasks accomplished.
There was no “quiet” time, instead
learners took advantage of
opportunities to learn, while staff
analyzed and devised training
responses to changing community
needs. There are exciting additions to
the roster of courses on the horizon.
The agency is aware of the need to
offer a “roster of courses” reflective
of the community’s economic and
educational needs. “Retools” (Ready
to Optimize Outcomes of Literacy at
School) is one such course and we are
excited to be at the point of thinking
about a pilot program. Read more
about this course on page 10. Other
courses in the works include “Mental
Health Strategies for Work”, “Social
Media 101” and an update of
“Landscaping & Grounds

Maintenance Worker”. The agency
awaits a response from another funder
to create a manual based on the Nine
Essential Skills called, “Mental
Gymnastics for Seniors”. The agency
constantly thinks about new training
courses and is aware that its existing
programs must stay current. Equally
important, they must be “effective”. It
is imperative the agency continually
answers the question, “Are the
programs and services of Tri-County
Literacy Council accomplishing what
we claim?” The answer lies in the
many surveys issued by the agency
and the analysis of the massive amount
of data that is collected. The collection
of data is often an overlooked element
of the agency because most people
only view the organization’s programs
and services. It is what they see. They
are not always privy to the “behind the
scenes” working of an agency. People
are aware of their own experience(s)
and perhaps a few others. Tri-County
Literacy Council is looking at methods
of disseminating the data to reflect the
experiences of an “entire community
of learners”. Only in this way can one
appreciate the impact the agency has
on the community at large. This was
reinforced lately at a meeting
conducted by one of our funders, the
United Way.
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Times… they are changing (Continued)

Tri-County Literacy
Council offers FREE
training programs (from
Literacy and Basic Skills
to occupational) in the
environment that best
suits your learning style
and goals. We provide:
• One-on-One
Tutoring
• Small Group
Classroom
Courses are offered at
various times of the
year, depending on
labour conditions and
learner needs.
Visit our website
regularly; to learn about
the latest FREE courses
being offered or call
613-932-7161.

The United Way recognizes how
difficult it is to collect donations
especially when so many worthy
causes are seeking the same funds. For
many years, the United Way was able
to rely on the stories shared by the
consumers of its funded agencies.
Now, with fundraising being so
competitive and donors rightfully
seeking justification for their
donations, the United Way is
rethinking how it approaches potential
donors. To assist the 16 agencies
funded by the United Way, its new
Executive Director, Juliette Labossière
conducted an agency-wide meeting to
provide guidance and direction in
seeking out the specific impact its
donation dollars have on each agency.
For example, Tri-County Literacy
Council knows that without United
Way funds it could not train the
number of learners it serves, and a
quick calculation suggests the agency
would most likely be reduced by 110
learners as a result of a dramatic
decline in volunteer numbers. One-onOne Tutoring would dissolve and
persons not able to attend classroom

training would be left without
service. These are just a few
examples of impact, and of course,
the effects personally, socially, and
psychologically, are endless.
Poverty, health issues, domestic
abuse, crime, all associated with lack
of literacy skills, impact the larger
community. Putting numbers to the
impact and combining it with “real”
human interest stories assures donors
and volunteers of maximum returns
on their time, service, and/or dollars.
Demonstrating maximum returns is
at the forefront of Tri-County
Literacy Council thinking. A major
thrust of the organization this year is
to keep our community apprised of
the results of the work conducted by
the agency and to demonstrate the
impact that each of our funder’s
dollars has on our learners,
volunteers, the agency as a whole,
and our community at large. Your
dollars make measurable
differences… they are invaluable.
Please support the United Way as it
begins its annual campaign to
support its 16 agencies.

"Our door is always open"
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Free Training: Daycare Worker
Carol Anne Maloney (B.A.Sc. Hons.), Coordinator of Volunteers & Instructor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you enjoy working with children?
Are you thinking of going back to
school to become an Early Childhood
Educator? Are you considering
working in a private daycare? You can
start your free pre-employment
training now!
Tri-Council Literacy Council, 101
Second Street West, Cornwall, ON, is
offering a free Daycare Worker Training
program. This course starts Monday,
September 23, 2019. Class will run
Monday to Thursday 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
for 6 weeks. Topics include:

Child Safety
Meal and Lesson Planning
Daycare Rules and Regulations
Children’s Rights
Guest speakers
Site visits

Learners who finish the training will
receive a certificate of completion to
add to their employment portfolio. Take
advantage of this free opportunity.
Build your skills. Register today by
calling 613-932-7161. Space is limited.

Part of the training also included a site
visit to the Cornwall Public Library, in
order to experience the ease and

Shirley Fraser,
Secretary
Angus Kelly,
Treasurer

Denise Paquette,
HR Consultant
Dina McGowan,
Executive Director

Danielle Bray, Instructor

As this course includes learning to use a
mouse and keyboard, understanding the
Windows 10 Desktop, using the Edge
web browser to search the World Wide
Web (safely), as well as saving files and
managing folders using File Explorer,
learners were glad to be part of a free,
hands-on training program guided and
supported by a knowledgeable instructor
and experienced classroom volunteers,
as there is much to learn today
regarding computer basics.

Barbara Petepiece,
Chairperson

Catherine Levac,
Member at Large

My Favourite Class to Teach
Once again, I had the pleasure of
teaching the Basic Computer course. It
is the first training program I taught and
continues to be my favourite class to
teach! Witnessing learners’ progress is
very satisfying.

Tri-County
Literacy Council
Board of Directors

convenience of using a public computer
with free Internet access.
It was a pleasure teaching you. Having
taken notes and collected various class
handouts, it’s time to use your
“computer bible” and master what
you’ve learned! Enjoy the many
wonderful free offerings the World Wide
Web has to offer. Congratulations to all
of you!

Basic Computer graduates
(photograph by Mathew Laycock)
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Tablets for Seniors
Eric Heward (M.A., B.A. Hons.), Instructor

Tri-County Literacy
Council Mandate
Tri-County (Stormont,
Dundas & Glengarry)
Literacy Council is a
community-based, nonprofit organization. Our
mandate is to enrich both
community and individuals
by addressing literacy
needs. To do this,
we assess learners, help
those set goals and
provide necessary help in
reading, writing, basic
math, and computer skills.
We recruit volunteers from
the community to assist
learners in meeting their
personal, employment and
social goals. This method
of instruction can be oneon-one with a tutor or in a
small group. Our services
are easily accessible and
designed for ongoing
growth and expansion.

TCLC was on the road this summer, as
Carol-Anne Maloney and I were assigned
to teach the Hands-on Tablet Training
course to a small group of residents of the
Maxville Manor. It was another successful
class which allowed the learners to gain
the basic skills to use and maintain their
tablets. I want to thank the staff, residents,
and volunteers of the Maxville Manor for
the opportunity to teach and for their
cooperation throughout the course.

Hands-on Tablet Training graduates

Over the past year, I’ve taught the Handson Tablet Training to seniors on two
separate occasions, not including the pilot
test last year. Each class brings to mind
Marshall McLuhan and his prediction of
the Global Village, where news spreads

like wildfire especially when
technology is the medium. For seniors,
this can be overwhelming as, at least
for now, this is a totally new method of
consuming media and information. To
make matters worse, more and more of
our daily tasks are being regulated to
being completed on computers/tablets
exclusively.
It is for these reasons that I continue to
advocate for programs like TCLC’s
Hands-on Tablet Training course.
Everyone deserves a chance to connect,
communicate, and just have fun using
digital technology. The course gave
learners the opportunity to learn about
tablets and digital technology in a
comfortable environment. The tablet is
an ideal tool to introduce new users to
digital technology. Its portability, ease
of use, and multiple applications make
using technology fun, once the time
and effort have been put into learning
how to use them properly. It was an
absolute pleasure working with each
and every learner in the tablet courses
and I look forward to the next
installment of the class in the future.

Photograph by Mathew Laycock
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Volunteers – a valuable part of our organization
Carol Anne Maloney (B.A.Sc. Hons.), Coordinator of Volunteers & Instructor

Volunteers are a valuable part of
the success of Tri-County Literacy
Council. Many of our volunteers
work directly with students,
helping them upgrade literacy skills
whether that is reading, writing,
math, or digital technology. Some
work one-on-one with a student,
while others work in a group
setting assisting a literacy
instructor, and others may do a
classroom presentation which
enriches our occupational training
programs. But this is only part of
what volunteers do. They also help
empower, encourage, give
confidence, hope and opportunities
to our learners.
How do we thank people who make
such a big impact on individuals?
How do we place a value on
something that is so priceless in our
world today? On August 27th, 2019
volunteer administrators in
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry,
had the opportunity to get together
for the possibility of creating AVA

(Administrators of Volunteers
Association). This venture was
made possible, thanks to Carilyne
Hébert of the Social Development
Council and Lian Ellis former
Coordinator of Volunteers
Administrator.

Get notified
instantly of upcoming
free courses.
It’s easy! Just follow these
steps:
1. Visit our website at
https://www.tricountyli
teracycouncil.ca/
2. In the bottom right
corner of any web
page, click the “Follow”
button

Pictured standing: Lian Ellis
(Photo by Alan S. Hale/Cornwall StandardFreeholder/Postmedia Network)

We realize volunteering is not
always easy. At times it may even
be frustrating. This association will
give us more skills to serve you
better. If you have ideas how we
can improve meeting your needs,
please let us know.

Thank you

3. In the box indicated,
enter your email
address

4. Click the “Sign me up”
button
5. Check your email and
confirm that you wish
to “follow us”

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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Health Care Support Worker Program
Danielle Bray, Instructor

On July 18th, graduates of the Health Care
Support Worker program received their
certificates and are ready to move onto
their next step, having completed this 5week career exploration class.

Sponsor a Book
If you would like us to
purchase a book or a
resource in memory of
someone, or as a
special gift like a
birthday or retirement,
we will place a
nameplate in the book.
It will read that you
donated it and include
the name of your
chosen person.

Health Care Support Worker
Program graduates

Some have chosen to further their
education and have/will be applying to
either The Catholic District School Board
of Eastern Ontario (CDSBEO) or St.

Lawrence College’s Personal Support
Worker program, while others will be
developing their own small business to
offer Personal Assistant type services
such as cooking, cleaning, and running
errands, having a better understanding of
their target client’s needs.
Thank you to the many wonderful guest
speakers who gave of their valuable time
to share their knowledge. Namely:
• Jamie Tyrell, Carefor Elder
Abuse
• Lauren Dewar, Canadian Mental
Health Association
• France de Repentigny, Job Zone
• Shivon Konink, St. Joseph’s
Continuing Care Centre
Congratulations and best of luck in your
future endeavours!

The book will be placed
in our Lending Library.
As well as, giving a gift
to your friend, you will
be giving the gift of
literacy to a learner.

St. Joseph's Continuing Care Centre site visit

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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Tri-County
Literacy Council

LBS / GED Preparation
Eric Heward (M.A., B.A. Hons.), Instructor

Having studied procrastination for
many years, I’ve come to realize that
the biggest reason why goals /
resolutions fail is not always due to an
individual’s lack of motivation or
discipline. It’s often that the goal itself
is set up in such a grand fashion that
anyone undertaking it is doomed to
fail. We tend to make our goals too
big, vague, or unrealistic, and that
often results in failure and
disappointment.
It’s important to note that big, longterm goals are important to have, but
without the resources or wherewithal
to put that goal into action, you’re
going to be stuck on square one for
some time. It’s better to space your
goals out in smaller, more manageable
portions. As a former college
professor would tell me “How do you
eat the world’s largest sandwich? One
bite at a time.” I always chuckled
about it at the time, but looking back
at it now, I can see how such a simple
analogy is so vital in understanding
the learning process.
I speak for everyone at Tri-County
Literacy Council when I say we take
goals very seriously. Our aim is not
only to ensure people are given
resources and learn the skills
necessary to set realistic and
manageable goals. For that reason, the
LBS/GED class has been working
diligently on setting monthly learning
goals. Each month, students write a
small questionnaire on a learning goal
they may have (i.e., write three essays)
and throughout the month their
progress is tracked and recorded by

the instructor. The learners have been
very receptive to the idea as it gives
them a chance to challenge themselves,
and they can start to see how attaining
these smaller goals gets them closer to
their long-term aspirations.
I’ll close off by encouraging everyone
to appreciate the small victories. Each
time we accomplish a small goal for
ourselves, we chip away at our larger
ones, and only then will the end goal
start to take shape.

As always, enrollment to the LBS/GED
class is open all year. Please call 613932-7161 for more information and to
book an assessment.

WE HELP
ADULTS

1. Our literacy agency
fosters a culture of
Customer Service
2. Our literacy agency
provides a learnercentered, quality
learning environment
3. Our literacy agency
provides initial and
ongoing support to
learners
4. Our literacy agency
honours the privacy of
its customers
5. Our literacy agency
values respect,
inclusion and
accessibility
6. Our literacy agency
knows who its key
customers are and
actively solicits their
feedback
7. Our literacy agency
seeks to regularly
improve its Customer
Service practices
8. Our literacy agency
has a formal customer
complaint and
resolution process and
encourages customers'
compliments
9. Our literacy agency is
actively involved in the
community to ensure
effective referrals and
service coordination
10.Our literacy agency
has effective
communication
practices that reflect its
commitment to
excellent Customer
Service

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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IMS
Josée Poisson (B.A.), IMS Coordinator & Bookkeeper

As the IMS Coordinator I am responsible for maintaining a variety of statistical
information including that of our learners. This ranges from plotting gender
identification to levels of education attained. Recently, I found it important to also
track the waiting list and the attendance for classes offered at different times of the
year. For this purpose, I’ve created two new trackers. These are the Wait List and
Seasonal Trackers.
The Wait List Tracker captures interest in classes and guides the selection of classes
offered. This tracker also captures why individuals who showed interest in the class
declined to attend (scheduling, childcare, etc.) This information may be used in
determining classes, course demand etc. It may also help the agency determine when
new and upgraded courses are required.
The Seasonal Tracker captures, monthly, the number of learners attending each class
offered throughout the year. It allows the agency to compare, for example, what the
difference is in attendance if Excel is offered in January vs June. The timing of
classes can impact target numbers and attendance while meeting community needs.
Both these trackers facilitate the scheduling of classes that generate interest. This
information allows the Executive Director and Administrative Assistant to make
necessary amendments to the schedule, if required. Finally, I will report some of
these findings in my next article. Stay tuned…
Did you know?
•
•
•

•

Tri-County Literacy Council met and exceeded the New Learner target for
2018-2019 by serving 226 learners.
13% of learners were employed at the start of the program and 42% were
employed 3 months after the end of the program!
71.43% of learners who attended the soft skills classes were women. Soft
skills are the skills that make one a good employee, such as organization,
communication and listening, and getting along with other people. What
does this mean? Marketing?
Tri-County Literacy Council’s most popular classes in 2018-2019 were
Microsoft Excel, Basic Computers and Landscaping.

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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Summer turns to Autumn
Johanna Fraser (B.A., B.Ed.), Literacy Assessor

This has been my third Summer at TriCounty Literacy Council and it was a little
different to the past two Summers. During
the Summertime assessment tends to be a
little quieter than other times of the year but
this Summer was very busy for assessment.
In part since we offered five occupational
courses throughout May to the end of
August. These courses ranged from digital
technology; Microsoft PowerPoint, Basic
Computer, and Hands-on Tablet Training to
a course exploring employment goals and
personal growth; Choices, and employment
opportunities in the healthcare field; Health
Care Support Worker. These occupational
courses were well attended by people from
all over SD&G. The students gave us
feedback that they were very happy with
what they learned and enjoyed being able to
take courses in the Summer. Aside from
assessing those learners in the occupational
classes I assessed 41 new learners during
that time period for our LBS (Literacy
Basic Skills) and GED (General Education
Diploma) Preparation morning class and
our One-on-One Tutoring Program. A very
busy Summer indeed!

assessing new learners in the
occupational course Daycare Support
Worker which begins Monday,
September 23, 2019.
In late September, I look forward to
working with two new placement
students from St. Lawrence College’s
SSW (Social Service Worker) Program.
My duties will be to show them the role
of the assessor and what assessment
entails at TCLC.
In October, I look forward to manning the
Tri-County Literacy Council booth at the
annual Cornwall and Area Job Fair at the
Cornwall Civic Complex where I will
promote our programming and answer
people’s questions. As well, in October I
look forward to assessing the courses
Money Management for Everyone and
Communication Counts.
As always, our doors are always open for
assessment for any of our programming
or if any person feels they would benefit
from being assessed.

Now, as we enter September, and I am
refreshed after a two-week holiday, I am
returning lots of calls and emails from
many people interested in our different
programming. I am busy scheduling people
for assessment for the LBS/GED
Preparation class and the One-on-One
Tutoring Program and I am gearing up to
assess new learners in the occupational
course Retail Associate which started
September 9th, 2019 and look forward to

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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Ready to Optimize Outcomes of Literacy at School (RTOOLS)
Carolyn Eva (B.A. Hons.), Administrative Assistant

Over the last few months, I have
been working on an exciting and
creative new project called Ready to
Optimize Outcomes of Literacy at
School (RTOOLS).

A new approach to
school readiness, one
that readies parents to
gain skills to support
their children / youth
was needed. That is
the purpose of this
project. This new
approach, in the form of
a curriculum written by
literacy experts who
understand adult
learners’ needs will fulfil
the goal of this project.
Such a curriculum will
facilitate a child’s entry
into school, and
beyond, while giving
parents skills that will
transfer into the
workforce.

This innovative new idea is a
curriculum intended to equip parents
of children entering school with the
skills needed to successfully
navigate and participate in the
school system. Essential Skills,
defined by Employment and Social
Development Canada as skills
necessary for work/learning/life, are
embedded throughout course
content to increase parental
employment skills and help to
prepare parents for employment
while their children go to school.
To begin, I spent a great deal of time
talking to parents and educators and
performing some research to explore
gaps in parental knowledge/skills
related to navigating local school
systems and to identify topics of
particular challenge to parents. Dina
McGowan (Executive Director) and
I came across the work of Thomas
Sticht, an International Consultant in
Adult Education, a 2003 recipient of
UNESCO’s Mahatma Gandhi Medal
for his work in adult literacy. Sticht
reports “the most important
determinant of school achievement
is a parent’s education level” and

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca

“data from international adult
literacy assessment shows that as a
parent’s education level increases
their children’s literacy
achievement increases and this
relationship persists into adulthood
(2015). " This project responds to
Sticht’s research that contradicts
existing programs that serve
children without addressing
parental skills. In short, you cannot
fully prepare the child for school
success if you do not also prepare
and educate the parent. This
unique curriculum will support
parents in developing essential
skills needed to navigate the
complex systems they will
encounter as their children enter
school.
Next, I began the writing of the
curriculum. Brainstorming
sessions with local educator
Beverly Bellefeuille made this
arduous task enjoyable. She
brought to the table her many years
of experience with children and
their parents and she was always
willing to share her ideas and
anecdotes. Her contribution to this
project was invaluable.
Finally, I am in the process of
proofing and editing the
curriculum with the goal of adding
it to Tri-County Literacy Council’s
training offerings soon. This
course will be an innovative,
hands-on and fun course to take
and I look forward to seeing the
curriculum come to life in the
classroom!
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Supporting TCLC
Eileen Hyland, Office Clerk

As April brought a new fiscal year, I
have sorted learner files and now
maintain two new agency trackers, one
for “Follow-up Calls” and the other a
course “Wait List”.
After a learner exits a training
program, TCLC makes “follow-up
calls” at 3, 6 and 12 months to know
the training offered by Tri-County
Literacy Council is making meaningful
differences. The follow-up tracker is
intended to show the learners’
progression over these months,
including whether employment /
volunteering, further education or
training has been gained, maintained or
altered. It also includes comments
regarding the courses or interest in
further study.
The “Wait List” is for learners who are
interested in a specific course to be
taught at a future date. Wait List
Tracker components include 3 phone
calls to advise a learner of upcoming
courses. It also provides reasons for
any decline and seeks comments from
persons who may desire input into
TCLC programming.
To promote the agency’s free programs
and services:
• Information bags were
assembled that contain course

flyers, e.g. LBS (Literacy Basic
Skills), GED (General
Education Diploma), computer
courses such as Microsoft Word,
Excel and PowerPoint, as well
as occupational training for
entry-level positions such as
Retail Associate, Daycare
Worker, etc.
• “Free Training” business cards
were ordered which list some of
TCLC programs and services, as
well as “At Your Service” cards
which list various community
agencies and services that might
be helpful to learners.

Funders

The summer months of July and
August were busy. I prepared 50
booklets titled “Ending Poverty – A
Joint Effort”. Comments and
suggestions on how to reduce poverty
in S.D.G were collected in a workshop
called “Living in a Literate Home”, on
June 19th when TCLC hosted the
United Way.
Course posters and flyers were
distributed, and supplies were
purchased.
TCLC is a busy agency and I am
pleased to fill any employment gaps
where others may be lacking in time.

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
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LBS Terms & Definitions

Tri-County
Literacy Council
Staff
Geraldine (Dina)
McGowan (B.A. Hons.,
B.Ed.), Executive
Director

Blended learning: the use of online educational materials and
opportunities for interaction online with traditional brick and mortar
classroom methods
Phonics: a way of instructing that helps learners understand and use
the alphabetic principle, that there is a predictable relationship
between the sounds in spoken language and the letters that represent
those sounds in written language and that this information can be used
to read or decode words

Carolyn Eva (B.A.
Hons.), Administrative
Assistant

Revision: the action of re-examining and making changes to written or
printed text

Josée Poisson (B.A.),
IMS Coordinator &
Bookkeeper

Summarizing: a process which combines the important ideas in a text.
Teaching students to summarize helps them create main ideas, connect
central ideas, remove unnecessary information, and remember what
they read.

Johanna Fraser (B.A.,
B.Ed.), Literacy
Assessor

Vocabulary: the body of words known to an individual person

Carol Anne Maloney
(B.A.Sc. Hons.),
Coordinator of
Volunteers & Instructor
Danielle Bray (Cert.
Hons., e-Business Web
Developer), Instructor
Eric Heward (M.A., B.A.
Hons.), Instructor
Eileen Hyland, Office
Clerk

Tri-County Literacy Council
101 Second Street West
Cornwall, Ontario K6J 1G4
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The Port Theatre supports literacy
Danielle Bray, Instructor

Tri-County Literacy Council thanks Larry Sylvain, owner
of the historical Port Theatre for being “a friend of literacy”
and promoting our free programs and services. For live
events, world class music, and a great cinematic experience
at affordable prices, visit The Port Theatre (Cornwall’s
Premier Auditorium and Theatre) at 132 Montreal Road,
Cornwall, Ontario (Facebook, website). Tel: 613-933-4547.

Tri-County
Literacy Council
101 Second St. West
Cornwall, Ontario
K6J 1G4
PHONE:
613-932-7161
FAX:
613-932-5121

We’re on the Web!
www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca

Visit our website
regularly; to learn about
the latest FREE courses
being offered.

www.tricountyliteracycouncil.ca

